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During the past year, the Women In Engineering Program 
has joined all of Purdue Engineering in implementing the 
college’s strategic plan to educate graduates who are 
effective in a global context, engage in research of global 
significance, empower our people and enrich our culture.

As we do this work, we continue to bear in mind the 
recommendations made by the National Academy of 
Engineering (NAE), whose Committee on the Public 
Understanding of Engineering advised that we “change 
the conversation” in order to attract more young people 
to engineering careers.

We weave this new conversation — one that emphasizes 
engineering as an inspiring link between ideas and 
possibilities rather than just a math-and-science-based 
method of solving problems — into all that we do.

We have used the NAE recommendations to conceive and 
develop our Innovation to Reality (I2R) program, which 
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dramatizes for young people the ways that problems 
with food, water and energy are being fixed by creative, 
inspired, well-educated engineers who do research that 
improves people’s lives all over the world. 

Our Imagination, Innovation, Discovery and Design (I2D2) 
after-school program speaks this new conversation boldly 
to kindergartners through fifth graders, exposing them 
to activities that foster their creativity and demonstrate 
the positive impacts that engineers make every day. 

These are just two examples of how we are reaching 
young people in ways that truly resonate with them. I 
invite you to read about some other examples in this 
year’s annual report. 

Thank you for all that you have done and continue to do to 
help us invite bright young women into this conversation, 
and into the thrilling, vital world of engineering that awaits 
them here at Purdue.

TCDi
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mission objectives

 ■ Provide career information and encouragement 
to precollege girls and young women to continue 
achievement in math and science and consider 
engineering as an appropriate career choice.

 ■ Encourage women to matriculate at Purdue 
University in the College of Engineering.

 ■ Ensure a climate in the College of Engineering that 
allows young women to reach their full potential.

enrollment oF Women in engineering: Fall 2009

 Undergraduate Graduate 

Aeronautical and Astronautical 14% 16%
Agricultural and Biological 32% 25%
Biomedical 33% 35%
Chemical 33% 27%
Civil 22% 20%
Construction 15% —
Electrical and Computer 10% 14%
First Year Engineering 18% —
Engineering Education — 59%
Industrial 28% 27%
Interdisciplinary 26% 21%
Materials 20% 38%
Mechanical 13% 12%
Nuclear 13% 10%
Total 19% 19%

purDue’s Women in engineering program is DeDicateD to 

enriching the engineering proFession through the Full 

participation oF Women. We Develop anD Direct activities 

that proviDe:

 ■ Encouragement for girls and young women to study engineering 

 ■ Information about careers and companies

 ■ An environment conducive to the successful completion of studies

We also strive to maintain strong relationships With alumni 

anD employers Who generously support our program.

ObMi

 ■ Provide opportunities for female engineering students 
to develop leadership skills for their future.

 ■ Encourage women to consider graduate education 
and academia among their options upon graduation.

 ■ Maintain open communication with alumnae 
and their employers to encourage their continued 
participation in and support of the Women in 
Engineering Program.
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buDget

■ PrECollEgE oUtrEaCh 30%

■ rEtEntIon 24%

■ rECrUItIng 22%

■ CoMMUnICatIons 7%

■  7%

■ PrograM adMInIstratIon 10%

Bu

■ University FUnds	 46%

■ Corporate giFts	 30%

■ alUms and Friends	 17%

■ wepan reinbUrsement	 7%

WoMEn In EngInEErIng  
ProaCtIvE nEtWork (WEPan)

expenses 2009-10

income 2009-10
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engineering: For your imagination (Fyi)

For Your Imagination is a weeklong residential summer 
camp involving rising eighth- and ninth-grade students in 
hands-on engineering activities. The 2009 Camp, which 
focused on alternative energy, involved 31 girls from 
across the Midwest, plus a student each from Rhode 
Island and California. Students learned how engineers 
work to develop and maximize alternative energy sources, 
such as solar, wind and nuclear. Instructors put special 
emphasis on renewable energy and sustainability. The 
activities the girls enjoyed the most included designing 
and racing small solar cars; creating their own solar oven 
to bake brownies; visiting with the Purdue Solar Race 
Car Team; building their own miniature wind turbine and 
touring the Benton County wind farms.  

Campers, parents and friends also attended the camp’s 
closing ceremony. The event showcased projects the 
girls built and included a team competition. Campers 
stacked as many styrofoam blocks as they could in a 
limited amount of time using T-Bots (manufactured by 
Pitsco), which they created in small teams earlier in the 
week. T-Bots are miniature robots powered by a hydraulic 
system. Their construction introduced the campers to 
engineering concepts of force, fluid movement, axes, 
levers and mechanics.

Participants and parents evaluated the program to 
assess its impact. All parents responded positively that 
their daughters had fun during the week and learned new 
things. This was confirmed by the participants’ survey.  
All parent respondents stated they would recommend 
the camp to other parents.  (Sponsored by Boeing Co., 
Bechtel Group Foundation and ExxonMobil Chemical Co.)  

since 1969, purdue’s Women in engineering program has been committed to 
increasing the recruitment, retention and graduation of female engineering students. 
each year, we reach out to support and inform more than 3,500 girls and young 
women from elementary school through graduate school. the following is a 
brief review of our 2009-10 programs, with a spotlight on engineering: For your 
imagination (Fyi), the Women in engineering seminar (engr 194) and the personal 
connection program (pcp).

imagination, innovation, 
Discovery anD Design (i2D2)

I2D2 is an after-school program that runs throughout the 
academic year. It targets girls and boys from kindergarten 
through fifth grade in the three school systems closest to 
Purdue. Current engineering undergraduate and graduate 
students engaged participants in creative and innovative 
hands-on activities and discussions designed to show 
the creativity, teamwork and social relevance of an 
engineering career. The current engineering students 
functioned as both facilitators and role models. Twice 
a year, the program sponsors a Saturday open house at 
which young children can explore hands-on engineering 
concepts. (Sponsored this year by the Motorola 
Foundation.) 

innovation to reality (i2r)

I2R is an after-school, on-campus program targeted at 
sixth to eighth graders. Two themed five-week sessions 
meet once a week and culminate in a team-based 
poster presentation to parents, faculty and staff. The 
spring 2010 themes were diabetes and water scarcity, 
which were chosen based on Purdue faculty research. 
(Sponsored this year by Motorola Foundation.)

“now that i’ve seen all the 
different jobs engineers 
can do, i want to do a job 
in engineering.”

- Fyi camp participant

OA
outreach 
activities

since 1969, purdue’s Women in engineering program has been committed to 
increasing the recruitment, retention and graduation of female engineering students. 
each year, we reach out to support and inform more than 3,500 girls and young 
women from elementary school through graduate school. the following is a 
brief review of our 2009-10 programs, with a spotlight on engineering: For your 
imagination (Fyi), the Women in engineering seminar (engr 194) and the personal 
connection program (pcp).
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personal connection program

We reach out to admitted students through our Personal 
Connection Program. The program’s goals are to create 
a personal connection between the admitted students 
and Purdue and encourage them to choose Purdue. 
Staff and current student volunteers call the students 
to answer questions and discuss opportunities and 
options at Purdue. Students also receive a note from 
WIEP congratulating them on their admission and a 
letter from Leah Jamieson, John A. Edwardson Dean of 
Engineering. They also receive a magnetic photo frame 
inviting them to “Picture Yourself in Purdue Engineering.”  

The program is clearly working. Some 39 percent of the 
domestic admitted females were contacted through the 
program. The program had contacted 94 percent of the 
enrolled domestic females. The effect of PCP on the yield 
rates (the percentage of admitted students who enroll) 
is shown in the table below. Note the positive effect the 
program has on Indiana residents. This year’s program 
also began tracking whether parents were contacted 
when attempting to reach the student. Of the students 
whose parents were contacted, 29 percent enrolled, 
which is significantly greater than the general yield rate 
of students who were not contacted (22 percent). The 
results show that contacting parents can play a big part 
in encouraging students to attend Purdue. (Sponsored 
this year by John Deere Foundation)

recruiting 
activities

“i expected interesting presentations. The 
women that came in went above and 
beyond my expectations and helped 
keep me excited about engineering.”

- engr 194 participant

RA

eFFect oF program on yielD rates

 Contacted Not Contacted

Indiana Residents 61% 48%
Domestic Non-Residents 17% 16%

exciting Discoveries For girls 
in engineering (eDge)

EDGE camp is focused on students who have just 
completed their freshman or sophomore year in high 
school. It is designed to better acquaint the participants 
with opportunities in engineering and ways they can 
pursue their interests and talents in this exciting field. 
Last year, the attendees spent a week on campus 
learning about engineering by doing activities such as 
building and programming their own Guitar Hero guitar; 
designing, building and testing model roller coasters; 
and touring engineering laboratories. They also spent a 
day at the Indiana Beach amusement park experiencing 
the engineering and research behind roller coasters. 
Engineering was stressed as a profession that solves 
problems to help society. (Sponsored this year by 
Motorola Foundation, Eli Lilly & Co. Foundation and 
Bechtel Group Foundation.)

introDuce a girl to engineering Day

Introduce a Girl to Engineering Day is a free, one-day 
event hosted by the WIEP and held in February each year 
in conjunction with National Engineers Week. The early 
high school-aged participants learn about engineering 
through hands-on activities and interactions with 
current female engineering students and faculty. This 
past February, undergraduate volunteers hosted two 
participants each for the day. They attended two “Purdue 
Engineering” sessions chosen by the participant, which 
involved hands-on engineering activities that were led 
by engineering students and faculty. They also enjoyed 
lunch in a Purdue dining court. Engineering was tied to 
the community with a tour of the Engineering Projects in 
Community Service (EPICS) laboratory. (Sponsored this 
year by Caterpillar Foundation.)

exploring engineering at purDue

High school juniors and seniors and their parents and 
teachers are invited to Purdue for a day each fall and 
spring. The prospective students learn about two types 
of engineering from engineering professors and graduate 
students, participate in a question-and-answer session 
with current female engineering students and hear 
from a panel of Purdue women engineering alumnae. 
Participants also tour campus, have lunch with a keynote 
speaker and attend sessions about residence halls and 
financial aid. The Purdue section of the Society of Women 
Engineers assists with planning the program. It takes 
approximately 75 student volunteers to make each 
daylong program successful. (Sponsored this year by 
Alcoa Inc., Caterpillar Foundation, Delphi Foundation Inc. 
and Eli Lilly & Co. Foundation.)

recruiting Dinners

Young Indiana women admitted to the College of 
Engineering from targeted regions are invited to dinner 
in their area. Purdue WIEP personnel and engineering 
deans host the dinner, introduce themselves to the 
students, encourage the students to meet each other, 
promote Purdue and the College of Engineering and 
answer questions. Last year, the Indianapolis region 
was targeted and representatives from Marathon Oil Co. 
also attended. (Sponsored this year by Marathon Oil Co.)

“it is amazing to see how a week 
at this camp made my daughter a 
more confident young lady.”

- parent of Fyi camp participantOA
outreach 
activities
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1. I feel I have a good understanding of the 
engineering profession.

2. I am aware of the various career options for 
engineering majors.

3. I am excited about the job opportunities  
available for engineers.

4. I am confident about choosing engineering  
as a major.              

5

3

4

2
question 1 question 2 question 3 question 4 question 5 question 6 question 7

■ PrE-sUrvEy ■ Post-sUrvEy

unDergraDuate 
anD graDuate 

retention 
activities

RA

engr 194, Women in engineering seminar

First-year students can choose this one-credit course, in 
which dynamic alumnae inspire, motivate and affirm the 
students’ career choices.  Students hear presentations 
from a variety of engineering alumnae who talk about their 
career choices, their daily routines on the job and their 
professional and personal challenges and successes. 
Speakers range from recent graduates to successful 
corporate executives. 

Some speakers with professional degrees also describe 
how engineering can be used as a springboard to careers 
in law, medicine and business, among other avenues. 
Guest speakers act as energizing role models. Through 
a series of lunches, students are encouraged to learn 
networking skills. Grades are based on attendance and 
short papers (e.g., impact of course on career plans, 
interviews with upperclassmen). The seminar’s goals are: 

• To provide knowledge about engineering

• To provide strategies and skills for success in 
engineering

• To stimulate interactions and networking potential

• To promote relationships and a sense of community. 

Surveys are utilized during the course to assess if 
course objectives are being met. Results (see table) 
show that in fall 2009 there was improvement across 
all categories when comparing pre- and post-surveys, 
with the exception of Question No. 6. On average, the 
trends have been similar for the past five years. That 
data is available upon request.

5. I feel confident that I have selected the best area  
of engineering for me.

6. I am looking forward to my classes in engineering.            

7. I am confident that I can develop close relationships 
with other women engineering students. 

8. I think I can be an engineer and do great things  
for society.

comparison oF pre- anD post-surveys For Fall 2009

Students responded using scale between 1-5 where 5 is “completely agree” and 1 is “completely disagree.”

“my expectations were very 
high and my expectations 
were passed. This was my  
most inspiring class and  
i learned a broader scope 
of information.” 

- engr 194 participant
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m&m: mentors anD mentees 
unDergraDuate mentoring program

This program matches first- and second-year students 
with juniors and seniors, or groups first-year students 
with several upper-class students for formal and 
informal mutual mentoring activities. Eight monthly 
meetings help provide academic, personal development 
and professional success strategies. The program’s 
objectives are to enhance personal student support 
through contacts with female role models and mentors, 
to build students’ confidence through affirmation of their 
skills and values, to share effective strategies that lead 
to successful completion of their engineering education 
and to prepare them for future careers as engineers. 
(Sponsored this year by Eaton Corp., ExxonMobil 
Chemical Co., Kimberly-Clark, PPG Industries Foundation 
and United Technologies.)

Wiep-Wisp tutoring center

A free tutoring service for first-year classes, co-hosted 
by WIEP and the Women in Science Program (WISP), 
is offered on a walk-in basis. Women who are upper-
class science and engineering majors are employed and 
trained as tutors. In addition to providing homework 
help, the tutors serve as mentors and role models. The 
tutoring service is located in the Earhart Hall conference 
room and adjoining computer lab for the convenience 
of the women who live on the engineering and science 
floors there, but it is open to all students, regardless of 
residence. In 2009-10, the center hosted 1,781 tutoring 
sessions, up 11 percent from the previous year.  

Wiep resiDential program

First-year women majoring in engineering can choose 
to live on one of the designated engineering floors in 
Earhart Hall or Harrison Hall. The students that live on 
the engineering floors have informal access to female 
engineering mentors, who provide them with support 
and encouragement. Since engineering students share 
a common first-year curriculum, the women on the 
engineering floors are easily able to form study groups 
and social networks. Many of the resident assistants 
assigned to the engineering floors are engineering 
students themselves, and are able to relate to the 
residents academically as well as socially. In addition, 
the WIEP-WISP tutoring center is located in Earhart Hall 
for the convenience of the students who live there. 
Participants in the WIEP Residential Program can also 
join other Purdue Engineering learning communities if 
the residency requirement is co-located or optional, and 
many of them do so.

graDuate mentoring program

This program provides female engineering graduate 
students information to achieve success personally, 
academically and professionally. It also provides a means 
to form peer mentor groups, take breaks from intensive 
academic work and access professional role models. 
This is achieved within the framework of a networking/
mentoring model and through consistent assessment of 
program objectives and results. The networking model for 
the program is implemented through monthly meetings 
and social events that allow participants to interact with 
each other and experience lively, informative speakers in 
a supportive environment. There were 131 participants 
in the program in 2009-10.

unDergraDuate 
anD graDuate 

retention 
activities

RA
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Prof. dulcy abraham
Purdue University

Monica allain
Purdue University

Caroline anderson (BsCE 2007)
Marathon Petroleum Co.

neil Behrle
Fink roberts and Petrie Inc.

Cece Berger sharp (BsChE 1998)
kimberly-Clark Corp.

linda Blevins (Phd ME 1996) 
U.s. department of Energy

Jennifer Bontempo senesac (BsIE 1997)
Caterpillar Inc.

david Bowker
Purdue University

susan Brauer
devry Institute 

Melanie Brickley (BsIE 2003)
Becton, dickinson & Co.

stefanie Brister
Caterpillar Inc.

arlene Campbell (BsaBE 1996)
gE sensing & Inspection

tracy Chariton (BsCE 2001)
trC Worldwide Engineering

Prof. Patricia davies
Purdue University

september dehen (BsIE 2006)
Cook Biotech Inc.

kimberly dixon
Purdue University

Cassie doyle (BsIE 2002)
Procter & gamble Co.

kelly doyle (BsIE 2004) 
general Mills

Jamie drewry (BsChE 2004)
Baker & daniels llP

Jenell Fairman (BsCE 1997)
McComas Engineering Inc.

greg Fiechtner (MsME 1989, Phd ME 1992)
U.s. department of Energy

Jamie Foresman
Caterpillar Inc.

Marthena harms (MsaBE 2000)
general Mills

Cicely hart (BsEE 1998)
duke Energy

Ipek hill (BsIE 2005)
PepsiCo

Zita holland (BsME 2005)
Purdue University

karen hosterman-sable
Purdue University

Jennie hubert (BsChE 2000)
Ingersoll rand

Elisha huddleston (BsIE 1999)
general Motors

amanda Jackson
Purdue University

Prof. nicole key (BsaaE 2000, MsE 2002, 
Phd ME 2007)

Purdue University

kelly kibner
Benton County

Prof. Cheng-kok koh
Purdue University

Jill krutz (BsaBE 1998)
Caterpillar Inc.

Bets lillo (BsE 1981)
abbott laboratories

Prof. Julie liu
Purdue University

Prof. yung-hsiang lu
Purdue University

Prof. John lumkes
Purdue University

Cyndi lynch
Purdue University

Melissa Marcum (BsChE 1996)
Eli lilly and Co. 

rajashree Meka
art of living

Melissa Mercik (Bs CEM 2005)
the hagerman group

laura Metzger (BsCE 2002, MsCE 2004)
arsEE Engineers

scott Meyer
Purdue University

linda Monahan
Purdue University

Melissa Moran (BsME 1990)
Malcolm Pirnie Inc.

Ida ngambeki
Purdue University 

Prof. loring nies
Purdue University

Prof. Bill oakes
Purdue University

robert Pflum (as 2005 tECh aero, Bs 2007 
tECh-aviation)

Bowling green state University

Mary Pilotte (Bs tECh 1986; MBa 2001)
Purdue University

Marcia Poole
Purdue University

Catherine Pope
Purdue University

Prof. Marshall Porterfield
Purdue University

Prof. suresh rao
Purdue University

$20,000 and above
Boeing Co. 
Motorola Foundation

$10,000-$19,900
alcoa Inc. 
Bechtel group Foundation 
Caterpillar Foundation 
Chrysler Foundation 
delphi Foundation Inc.

corporate Donations Fy 2009-10

matching Donations Fy 2009-10

kari raplee (BsCEE 1994)
dell Perot systems

Jessica rebmann (BsE Eng Mgmt 1999)
Morgan stanley smith Barney

Benjamin revis
Purdue University

Prof. Jenna rickus (BsaBE 1995)
Purdue University

kimberly ringenberger (MsME 2005, Phd 
ME 2009)

M.E.d. Institute

Prof. ann rundell (MsEE 1993, Phd EE 1997)
Purdue University

alissa russ (Phd BME 2007)
veteran’s affairs health services research 

and development Center

Brandon seal
Purdue University

kristin shuler (BsChE 2000)
kleen test Products

allison sieving
Purdue University

rebecca slabaugh
Malcolm Pirnie Inc.

david st. John
Meridian Engineering

Jennifer trunk (BsaBE 1997)
Eli lilly and Co.

Jenny tuertscher (BsME 1999)
Procter & gamble Co. 

Emy Wadsworth
Purdue University (retired)

Michele Welch (BsChE 2003)
Quaker tropicana gatorade, PepsiCo

Michelle Whipple
Purdue University

laura Willis (BsChE 2008)
Procter & gamble Co. 

suzanne Zurn-Birkhimer (Ms 1999 science; 
Phd 2003 science)

Purdue University

speakers 
Fy 2009-10

$1,000 and above
ExxonMobil Foundation 
henry luce Foundation Inc. 
IBM International Foundation 
kraft Foods MgP 
raytheon Co.

$500-$999
Boeing gift Matching Program 
Eli lilly & Co.  
 Foundation Inc. MgP 
P&g Fund

Up to $500
3M Foundation Inc. 
abbott laboratories Fund 
accenture 
agilent technologies 
air Products Foundation MgP 
anheuser-Busch Foundation 
Baxter International  
 Foundation 
Caterpillar Foundation 
ConocoPhillips 
Corning Inc. Foundation 

SP
Up to $10,000
air Products Foundation MgP 
Eaton Charitable Fund 
ExxonMobil Chemical Co. 
general Electric Co. 
hoosier Christian Foundation 
John deere Foundation 
kimberly-Clark 
Marathon oil Co.  
PPg Industries Foundation 
schwab Fund for  
 Charitable giving 
United technologies

dow Corning Corp.  
Eaton Charitable Fund 
Exelon 
general Electric Foundation 
general Mills Foundation 
Intel Foundation 
Invensys systems Inc. 
ItW Foundation 
John deere Foundation 
Johnson Controls Foundation 
kimberly-Clark Foundation/ 
 MgP 
lexisnexis Cares 
Motorola Foundation 
newMarket Corp.  
PepsiCo Foundation MgP 
Pfizer Matching gifts Program 
saint Jude Medical Inc. 
schneider Electric/square d  
 Foundation 
sun Microsystems Inc. 
tomkins Corp. Foundation 
United technologies 
Wells Fargo Foundation/MgP 
Xerox Corp. U.s.a.
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total gift above $15,000
anonymous 
roberta Banaszak gleiter  
 and John gleiter 
Estate of doris h. Powers

total gift of $5,000-
$14,999
tom head 
debbi Patrick

total gift of $1,000-
$4,999
Jane Zimmer daniels 
sara and Joseph Evans 
abbie griffin and ken schreiner 
debra and Patrick haley 
Beth and Eric holloway 
nancy and William huber 
Joan and kenneth Isman 
stacey M. kacek 
shirley and John McCarty 
Janis and robert richert 
nancy l. sarkisian 
Beth thompson 
hank and Emy Wadsworth 
Mary ann Zimmerman

total gift of $500-$999
terry and george adams 
Marcy and ted alstott 
renee s. Fieldhouse 
roger and diana Fowee 
Chris l. girouard 
Bets lillo and  
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laura and Bob Mechalke 
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sandy Postel 
deiadre l. rauch 
Pat and Bloor redding 
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Bob and Marcy Ziek

total gift of $101-$499
lorel and roger au 
david and holly aulen 
susan and steven aurand 
ragnar r. avery 
Maureen a. Bagley 
katherine E. Bass 
Pat Behrens 
Connie B. Berg 
tammy Bettinger 
linda Blevins and  
 gregory Fiechtner 
dwight and kim Brandon 
theresa C. Carter 
renae and andrew  
     Christianson 
Catherine d. Clements 
Cathy and douglas Costelle 
terry and Cathie dager 
lara and thomas day 
kris dermody-nolan 
dana k. doi 
holly and dave Easterbrook 
Carol s. Fahey 
Philip a. Fistori 
Charles and gretchen Fleischer 
arthur Forkos and  
 Phyllis Weill-Forkos 
steve and Becky Fredrickson 
kuk and steve Frey 
lisa Fulton 
keith and Marcia garvens 
ralph and Josephine gilbert 
kristen and giacomo  
 gobbi-Belcredi 
Janet and scott goings 
davida a. gondohusodo 
Melissa and James hamilton 
Margo hammell 
Marilyn k. hanover 
domenica n. hartman 
Bret and Julie hildebran 
Mara howell and  
 Jonathan Monks 
amy r. Jines 
gwynne l. Johnson 
Carrie and Brian kendrick 
ann Marie kenitzer 
vasiliki keramida and  
 dan strahl 
kathy kinsey 
Casey k. kirchner 

liz and dave klimes 
deb kumpf 
harvey and Barb lee 
Craig and kristin leese 
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 david holets 
Julia and Ben loveless 
Margaret J. lyons 
kelly J. Manfred 
Jim and sandy Marek 
Eva M. McCord 
Pamela a. Mcveigh 
Julie l. Moore 
angi Moots 
Melissa and daniel Moran 
sue Murch 
dan and Barb neumann 
sharon r. o’Brien 
Erin M. o’donnell 
susan and robert owen 
Blasine Penkowski 
Carolyn and John Percifield 
Julie a. Percifield 
hannah M. Phares 
Jane Quirk and steven Barnes 
tammy and nicolaus radford 
gale rahmoeller 
lois s. raphael 
anne and kevin rearick 
Barb ricca 
scott and veronica rife 
amy M. ritter 
Cathryn J. roberts 
herman h. rose 
amy k. rotert 
robert roth and  
 Christine Blanck 
alethea and Eric rucker 
anne M. shelchuk 
liesl and William shen 
gregory and sandy sides 
ann simmons and  
 Erik seligman 
sandy smith 
Pat and gary sorensen 
devon and Eric stangland 
sheri and ryan stark 
Jack stauffer 
Pam and stephen strollo 
Wendy and Jr swindol 
Joann takehara and  
 david sanford 
Carol l. tasillo 
norma F. taylor 
dana s. tiller 
Ellen E. tobias 
Margaret and steven townsend 
Ellen s. truby 
Peggy Umphres 

Melissa and sebastian Uribe 
Mara a. voglewede 
tiffany and Jeff White 
kerri Wilkinson-tomlin and  
 James tomlin 
suzanne Willian 
dave and Betsy Willis 
robin Wippich-dienhart and 
 thomas dienhart 
kelly and douglas Wirsing 
Jennifer and Michael Wright 
Marilyn s. yager

total gift of up to $100
Patricia M. ainsworth 
William and Chris allison 
Maria E. almendarez 
nancy l. anderson 
valerie a. andres 
vanessa and Michael arvay 
nicole and Christopher ayers 
Mary Baillargeon 
Jessica and Jason Baumann 
keith and kathy Beach 
shelley and Preston Beaumont 
Jane and ken Becker 
Jolie M. Begley 
Jennifer and tom Bella 
Pamela and Woodie Bessler 
Beth Billings 
Cecilia M. Blanchard 
orlena and Warren Blanchard 
ann l. Blemker 
Margot a. Bliven 
shirley and Milo Borden 
leslie Bottorff and  
 stephen timmerman 
kathy Boyers 
kathy and Eric Bradley 
Carrie and John Brainerd 
Julia and kevin Braman 
robyn and Mark Brands 
Becky Branson 
karen and Wayne Brehob 
linda and keith Brennan 
katherine and Carl Breving 
kerry E. Brown 
greta and Jeffrey Buck 
Caley a. Burke 
Florine J. Cain 
Jerry l. Carlin 
Jan and kevin Carnes 
sabrina n. Casucci 
kristen J. Cavanaugh 
teresa a. Chisholm 
katie Cimperman 
Jodie and tom Collignon 
Carol and Philip Corbeels 
Christine and robert Corum 

Mary r. Corya 
Cheryl and douglas Crabill 
Mary B. Crowley 
Barry and Jennifer Curtis 
stacey M. dell 
tim and ann dempsey 
Julia and Eric derloshon 
Brian J. dianis 
karen and Brian dilsheimer 
Margie and steve dobler 
dennis and karen dolohanty 
Christina and Michael dooley 
deborah and david downey 
nancy and Cary drott 
Barb duffner 
Mary M. duncan 
kristen M. Elliott 
Cassandra l. Engstrom 
Melissa a. Evens 
Janet Everett 
laurie and Edward Exson 
rob and Jenell Fairman 
Cathy and William Fawcett 
Mary anna Feitler 
Margret n. Fennell 
Cheryl l. Fievet 
Beth and Brad Files 
Cindy and Jerry Fink 
Jennifer E. Fiocca 
holly M. Fischer 
kacie and alex Fleck 
linda s. Flosenzier 
Beverly s. gandy 
sylvia X. ge 
sue and Mike gentry 
kathy and larry giannini 
Marg and Mark gibb 
anne M. godfrey 
amy goss 
Joann C. greene 
kathy and doug greenhill 
Fred and laura hamilton 
lisa and david harding 
lynne harms and  
 Jerry Ellenberger 
lisa r. harper 
Maureen a. harpring 
anne and Mark hartigan 
Pat and tom hawley 
katharine M. hay 
Jennifer d. heathcote 
Mary and Chris hedges 
gwyn heine-Mannion and 
 Patrick Mannion 
Ellen and Mike henderson 
stacey l. henkel 
kimberly and david henthorn 
Judith l. hessling 
heidi h. hiraoka 

shelly hoenert 
Carol and greg holthouse 
linda and Jim huff 
Misty M. hullinger 
niki Johannigman 
amy Jones 
Jane and steven Jones 
renee l. Jung 
lora and kevin keller 
heather M. kelmer 
leah a. kennelly 
Judy and Bradley kicklighter 
andrea knox-kelecy and 
 Patrick kelecy 
Monique and andrew kofoid 
Candee and Peter krautkramer 
gayathri krishnamurthy and 
 kripa narayana 
debbie and leo kucek 
Cory kuhl 
Mike and vicki laird 
roxanne lambert 
vivian J. lanciotti 
nancy v. lane 
Betsy and dan lange 
lee ann and steve lankton 
laura E. launikitis 
Carol lawrence In memory of  
 Judith simmons 
Elizabeth lee-rausch and  
 russ rausch 
Melanie and Jeff lees 
Chantel and Bob lenard 
harry W. leonard 
Jessica a. leroy 
amy and dave lester 
kenneth and Elizabeth lewen 
Mulan li and yufeng Zheng 
heather J. light 
Jongmook lim 
nancy l. lively 
Jenny and Jack long 
Bev lotz 
kate and Matthew lowrie 
Janet and Jim lumpp 
Ellen J. lurie 
karen B. Macdonald 
nancy J. Manley 
greg and susan Mansfield 
Mary and John Maschmeyer 
denise M. Masi 
robyn and Marty Maynard 
deborah J. McBreen 
Edie McCabe 
Marilyn McIlvaine 
dian and Matt Mckinney 
anne E. Mclaren 
Carolyn and alan Meiss 
susan M. Metro 

Jeri l. Metzger 
sandra and Phil Metzler 
rachel v. Miles 
sue Millard 
Joan and david Miller 
Mary and Barry Miller 
sonia M. Mills 
Peggy l. Milz 
sandy and steve Mitton 
Betsy and kent Montgomery 
georgette C. Montgomery 
Christine and Matt Moore 
kelly and Michael Moore 
tamara and Jason Moore 
Mary a. Moore 
Elizabeth Moorehead and  
 Jeffry russell 
Ethel Morgan and  
 Bruce Berner 
rachel Morgan-Fruth and 
 randolph Fruth 
Mary E. Mosier 
lisa B. Mowery 
Jonathan and donna Murray 
veronica and Marcus Murry 
Connie Musler 
Bob and Cindy nealon 
amy and Michael nelson 
Carolyn h. nohr 
Colleen and Mark obergfell 
Margaret o’Connor and 
 Wayne hasz 
Mary and raymond o’leary 
lee and Chris ols 
Marcie o’Malley 
Connie Pallas 
lisa and daniel Penny 
Elizabeth W. Phillips-Jones 
leisha l. Pica 
Barbara J. Pickett 
Julie and ray Plagens 
andrea and george Plain 
Janet M. Platt 
Jamie and tom Poczekay 
nicole M. Poncelet 
susan M. Pressman 
Jenny and Brian Preston 
Jackie and greg Pugh 
lauramae l. recupero 
susan and Matthew ricci 
stacy l. riddle 
karleen l. robertson 
danielle and adrian robinson 
dianne and Bob rodenbeck 
tricia a. ronat dennis 
Chris ross 
Christina and shannon russ 
angela and shawn russell 
Mary kay and Joel rust 

gina t. sabelli 
Cindy sandoval 
al and Peggy schmertzler 
lorie J. schmidt 
Jennifer k. schoonover 
Carolyn J. schultz 
grace and drew schulz 
Jonathan and heather schurr 
Cari schutzler 
Julia and Mike seiler 
Jen and rick senesac 
Jeanie shanks 
Cassandra and theron shell 
Emily M. sherman 
Emily and kenyatte simuel 
sarah skoronsky 
James C. skridulis 
Jacqueline and William smith 
lora and Chuck smith 
Jill and ron smith 
Maureen J. smith 
Martha and austin spang 
Becky speaker 
Jeff and nikki sriver 
Michelle M. stadler 
Joni and Chuck stevenson 
therese k. stovall 
Jenn and tom talavage 
linda r. thiemann 
kristin l. thunhorst 
gloria E. tiwari 
liz truelove 
Jean C. tsai 
stacy and kyle tucker 
Julie a. vanderZanden 
sheela and Mahesh veerina 
Beth and Mark vojtisek 
sharon Waller and  
 david schieleit 
rhonda and larry Walthall 
tara J. Weidner 
lynette and tim Werner 
sheri n. White 
ruth E. Wiley 
Jill Wilker and Mark Edelman 
tillie and ronald Wilkins 
Paula and Philip Williams 
Judy and Millard Williams 
terri a. Wills 
Mindy Wilsford 
Pam Wilson 
Paula Wlos and Eric Franklin 
Jackie and Mark Wohlford 
terri and Jeffrey Woodard 
li Xu 
Fe and Michael yako 
susan and steve Zellers 
rui Zhu and shuai shen 
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